An UMBRELLA PARTY for all...
6 April 2021 at 15:43

The ENGLISH DEMOCRATS have some good ideas. At the moment we need all the small parties outside Parliament to join forces
under AN ALLIANCE FOR UMBRELLAS PARTY.
AN ALLIANCE FOR UMBRELLAS PARTY.
THIS ALLIANCE SHALL HAVE 20-30 CORE VALUES AND ANCHOR PRINCIPLES. THEREAFTER THEY SHALL WORK TOGETHER WITH A
NON NONCOMPETITIVE ARRANGEMENT BUT WITH FREEDOM TO PURSUE THEIR OWN IDEAS OUTSIDE THE CORE UMBRELLA ANCHOR
PRINCIPLES.
Can these minnows of Britain First, First Britain, Reform Party, English Democrats, Fox Party, etc join forces under their mutual
umbrellas?
---------- Forwarded message --------From: An Englishman’s Home <emails@englishdemocrats.party>
Date: Tue, Apr 6, 2021 at 3:29 PM
Subject: A party that takes action

Dear Peter
An Englishman’s home used to be his Castle. But if
the Westminster elite aren’t stopped our houses will
be unsaleable money sinks.
The Johnson regime aims to replace 600,000
domestic boilers with heat pumps every year.
Homeowners will have to stump up the typical
£18,000 cost ourselves because the government has
scrapped the old grants.
Heat pumps are only the start of the Government’s
drive to hit its net-zero emissions target by 2050.
By 2035 all homes must achieve a ‘C’ rating for
energy performance. By 2028 it will be illegal to let

energy performance. By 2028 it will be illegal to let
any property below a ‘C’ rating.
The Climate Change Committee wants to ban the
sale of homes with a rating lower than C by 2028,
and then to stop all mortgage lending on such
properties.
This is part of the global elite plan for a ‘Great
Reset’.
‘Greenhouse gas’ is being used in exactly the
same way as the covid plandemic to force us into the
system proposed by the World Economic
Forum where “You will own nothing, and be
happy”.
In a healthy democracy, any government proposing
such criminal policies would be kicked out at the
next election, but with Labour, LibDems and the
Greens all wanting to go even further, the voters
simply don’t have a choice.
This is why we need to build the English Democrats to give voters back the right to choose
freedom. I need your help to do it, though. Are you
with me? Then join and get involved today!

Click here to join today

Yours sincerely

Robin Tilbrook Party Chairman
English Democrats Party · PO Box 1066, Norwich NR14 6ZJ, United Kingdom
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